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Abstract 
Eda, K., S. Kamo and H. Ohta, Abelian groups of continuous functions and their duals, 
Topology and its Applications 53 (1993) 131-151. 
Let A* = Hom(A, Z) for an Abelian group A, were Z is the group of integers. A* is endowed 
with the topology as a subspace of ZA. Then, for a O-dimensional space X and an infinite 
cardinal K the following are equivalent. (1) There exists a free summand of C(X, .Z) of rank K; 
(2) there exists a subgroup of C(X, Z)* isomorphic to L”; (3) there exists a compact subset K of 
&X with w(K) > K; (4) there exists a compact subset K of C(X,L)* with w(K) 2 K. There 
exist groups A such that A* is a subgroup of Z” and A* is not isomorphic to A***. 
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AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: 2OK20, 2OK45, 54C40. 
This paper is a continuation of [7,8], where we investigated Abelian groups of 
integer-valued functions and interrelationship between group-theoretic properties 
of C(X, 22’) and topological ones of X. Some theorems in [Bl shall be improved to 
two directions, i.e., we study C(X, A) for Abelian groups A other than Z and get 
more information about group-theoretic properties of C(X, 2’) from topological 
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ones of X. In Section 1 we prove preliminary group-theoretic results of C(X, A) 
and more general groups without topological aspects. In Section 2 we study a 
natural topology of Hom(A, Z) =A*. This topology has been studied in [3,10,13,16], 
but our study will be more topological, i.e., investigating topological properties of 
the space A”. In Section 3 we shall study interrelationship between group-theo- 
retic properties and topological ones concerning C(X, Z) and C(X, A). In Section 
4 we concentrate to special groups such as C(Q, Z) and C(lR \ Q, Z>. In Section 5, 
we shall construct various spaces and study the topological properties of the 
spaces. Thereby, we’ll answer some group-theoretic open questions of Eklof and 
Mekler [lo]. Notation and notion are common with those in [7,8] and undefined 
ones are usual ones [ll]. All groups in the present paper are Abelian groups and 
all spaces are Hausdorff. 
1. Preliminary group-theoretic properties for C(X, A) 
Let A be a group and X a O-dimensional space. Then, the set of all continuous 
functions from X to the discrete group A becomes a group, which we denote by 
C(X, A). First we prove the Los-Mrowka Theorem for groups C(X, A). Though 
it does not look so neat in comparison with the two theorems, i.e., Los’s theorem 
[ll] and Mrowka’s one [17], through it we can see how the two theorems are 
related. (See also [lo].) The L-dual group Hom(A, Z> is denoted by A* and is 
simply called the dual group of A. We say that A is reflexive, if A * * is naturally 
isomorphic to A. We recall some notion around [7, Theorem 6.61. For K E K(&X), 
i.e., K is a compact subset of the N-compactification of X, let ZK be the subgroup 
of C(X, A) consisting of all f’s such that [fl, = 0 for all p E K, i.e., K is 
included in the closure of lx: f(x) = O> in &,,X. Since Z,! CZK for KCK’, 
there exist surjective homomorphisms pKKf : C(X, A)/ZKr -u C(X, A)/Z, and 
pK: C(X, A) + C(X, Al/Z, such that pKKtpKt =pK. Then, the dual maps 
p,&, : Hom(C(X, AI/Z,, S) + Hom(C(X, AI/ZKf, S> and p)K* :Hom(C(X, A)/ 
ZK, S) + Hom(C(X, A), S) are injective for a group S. Let S be a slender group. 
Then, by [7, Theorem 6.61 any h E Hom(C(X, Al, S> has a compact support K in 
&X. (It was stated only for Hom(C(X, A), z), but it also holds for any slender 
group S instead of Z, since only the slenderness of Z is necessary in the proof.) 
Hence, h(Z,) = 0 and we can define ?z E Hom(C(X, A)/Z,, S) by: h(f+ Z,> = 
h(f). Then, h =h .pK. 
If X= &X, C(X, A)/ZK is naturally isomorphic to C(K, A) and pKKl and pK 
correspond to the restriction maps. Therefore, we get the following: 
Theorem 1.1 (Los-Mrowka Theorem). Let A be a group, S a slender group and X a 
O-dimensional space. Then, 
Hom(C(X, A), S> 
= lim(Hom(C(X, A)/ZK, S): KEK(&X), p,*,(} 
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naturally. In particular if X is N-compact, i.e., X = &X, 
Hom(C(X, A), S) 
= lim{Hom(C(K, A), S): KEK(X), IRK,} 
naturally, where 1 KK’ : C(K’, A) + C(K, A) is the restriction map. 
In case the cardinality of A is nonmeasurable, C(X, A) = C(p,X, A) for any 
O-dimensional space X, but this does not hold in general. Therefore, we cannot 
assert that C( X, A)/Z, = C(K, A) in general. Here, we explain why this is a 
Los-type theorem. Suppose X is discrete. Then, any compact subset of pNX is 
finite. Let K = {q,, . . . , q,), then ZK = fl y= iZty,). Since the qi are separated by 
clopen sets, C(X, AI/I, = C(X, A>/Zcq,) @ . . . @ C(X, A)/Z(,nj and 
Hom(C(X, A), S) 
= lim{Hom(C(X, A)/I,, S): KEK(/~,X), p,*,,) 
= ~33 Hom( AX/It,,, S) 
4EPd 
naturally, which is a Los-type theorem [4]. (See also [7, Theorem 6.81.) 
Let K be a compact subspace of a space X. Bergman [ll proved: There exists a 
set 5‘ of clopen subsets of K such that C(K, A) = et, t YAo, where A, = If E 
C(K, A): f is constant on U and f(x) = 0 for x @ U] ( 2 A), and 9’ does not 
depend on a particular A. As we have shown in [8, Corollary 2.61, the cardinality of 
9 is the topological weight of X, i.e., w(X). Since IK : C(X, Z) -+ C(K, 23 is 
surjective and C(K, Z) is free, there is an injective homomorphism j: C(K, Z) + 
C(X, Z) such that IK .j is the identity on C(K, 22). Define aa E C(K, A) for a E A 
and U ~9 by: at,(x) = a for x E U and a,(x) = 0 for x E K\U. Then, there 
exists a partition V,” (m E Z) of X by clopen sets for each U such that j(l,)(x) = m 
if and only if x E VVy. Define i : C(K, A) + C(X, A) by: i(a,)(x> = ma if and only 
if x E V,” for a E A, U EY and m E Z. Then it is easy to see that i defines a 
homomorphism and 1 K. i is the identity on C( K, A). Therefore, 
Lemma 1.2. Let K be a compact subspace of a space X. Then there exists a set 9’ of 
clopen subsets of K such that I .Y I = w(K) and C(K, A) = @o t ,,/,A” for any 
group A. Moreoaer, there is a homomorphism i : C( K, A) + C(X, A) such that 
I K. i is the identity on C(K, A) and consequently Ker( I K) is a summand of 
C(X, A). 
Using this we can generalize [S, Lemma 4.41. Recall that C,(X, A) is the group 
consisting of all functions from a space X to the discrete group A which are 
continuous on each K E K(X), and k,X is the space whose underlying set is X 
and is endowed with the smallest topology so that C,(X, .Z> c C(k,X, Z). 
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Corollary 1.3. Let A be a reflexive group and X an N-compact space and suppose 
that the cardinality of K is nonmeasurable for any K E K(X). Then, C(X, A)* * = 
C,(X, A) (= C(k,X, A)) naturally. 
In Section 3, we investigate embeddability of H” in C(X, Z), C(X, A) and their 
duals for an infinite cardinal K. Before it, we introduce a property (* K), which is 
seemingly weaker than the embeddability of Z” in A but turns out to be equivalent 
to it for certain groups A. 
Definition 1.4. For a group A, A satisfies (* K), if there exists a homomorphism 
h : Z” ---) A such that h(e,) # 0 for (Y < K, where e,(a) = 1 and e,(P) = 0 (p + a). 
Theorem 1.5. Let A be a subgroup of a direct product of slender groups and K an 
infinite cardinal. Then, the embeddability of Z” in A is equivalent to ( * K). 
To show this a lemma is necessary. The lemma for regular cardinals is well 
known [15, p. 481 and the case of singular cardinals is folklore. For completeness 
we include the proof. 
Lemma 1.6 (folklore). For any infinite cardinal K, there exists a family 2- of subsets 
of K such that ( F 1 > K, IYI =K forany YEFand IXflYl <K foranydistinct 
x, YE% 
Proof. Following the convention in set theory, a function f : K + K is a subset of 
K X K. Suppose that FBCK~ with I 9 I =s K satisfies the following: 
(+> For distinct f,g E 9 there exists (Y < K such that f(P) #g(p) for any 
p >a. 
Let F= {f,: (Y < K) and define f : K + K by: f(a) = min{P < K: p #f,(a) for 
any y G (~1. Then, the family F U {f 1 also satisfies the property ( + 1. Therefore, we 
get the desired family by induction. q 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. It is enough to show the one implication. Let h be a 
homomorphism with the property in (* K). We assume A G ni E ,Si and denote 
the projection to the Si by rjTi, where Sj are slender groups. Pick i, ((u < K) so that 
riah(e,) # 0. By Theorem 1.1 we get a finite subset F, of &K related to riah for 
each (Y < K, where K is discrete. For p E &K, let a(p) be the least cardinality of 
U EP. (Remark: If K is nonmeasurable, a(p) = 1 for any p E&K. Hence, the 
proof is easy and included in the following regular case.) First we take care of 
PEU a < KF, with a(p) = K. By Lemma 1.6 there exists a family 9 of cardinality 
K+ with the properties there. Since I U a < KF, 1 = K, there exists X E 9 such that 
XPp for any p E U (I <,F, with a(p) = K. Put F,’ = {p: p E F, and a(p) < K) for 
Cr < K. 
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First we assume that K is regular. For any I, E U oI < ,F,‘, take UP E p with 
lU,l <K and let T,= lJ{U,: pEFo,l} for a<K. Then, (YET, and ITal <K. BY 
induction we pick pa E X so that pa $E U{TFB: /3 < a). By regularity we can 
perform this process for (Y < K. Set A4 = {pm: cy < K), then I hf 1 = K, since CL, E T,,. 
We want to show that h I hi is injective. For nonzero f~ Z”, let (Y be the least 
ordinal with f(p,> f 0. Since lJ(U,: p E F,‘*) n M C 1~~: p < a), we conclude 
r&f) = ~jh(f(~Je,U) + 0, where j = iPa. 
In case K is singular, let A = cf(K) and 77 : A + K be a strictly increasing COfinal 
function such that n(a) is regular for (Y < A. Note the following fact: for any S < K 
there exists 0 < K such that 5 < 1 {y E X: a(p) < 8 for each p E FG) 1. In a-step for 
(Y <A, we define pCLap EX (p < n(a)), U,” up with I U,” I = a(p) and [(a) <A as 
follows. (In particular, pa.0 will be a member of X,, which is defined below.) To 
simplify notation, let F(a, /3> = FL, . Let [(a> be the least ordinal such that 
5(p) <5(a) for P < (Y and n(a) G IX, I, where X, is the set 17 EX: u(p) < 
~([(a)) for each p E F,‘} \ U{UF: p E F@, S>, 6 < q(p), p < a). Since I UF I < 
sup{q(((p)): /3 < LY) and (Y <A = Cf(K), the cardinality of U(Ui: p E F@, S>, 6 < 
q(p), /3 < cr} is less than K and so 5((u) is well defined. Let Y be a subset of X, of 
cardinality q(a). Then, by Lemma 1.6 again, we can take Y, c Y so that I Y, I = 
17((w), Y, n lJlU$ p E F(p, 6), 6 <q(p), p <a) = 6 and Y, @P for any p E 
U yE y, F, with u(p) = ~(a). For p E U ,,tu, F,’ with a(p) a q(a), take U,” up so 
that I U,* I = a(p) and U; n Y, = @. Then, we work as in case that K is regular 
and define pap EYE tp <n((~)) and U,” EI) for pi UvEy, FG with a(p) < 
q(a). Finally, let M= {pap: (Y <A, p < n(a)}. Then, I M I = K and the injectivity 
of h I Lo can be proved similarly as above. q 
Corollary 1.7. Let A be a subgroup of a direct product of slender groups and K a 
regular cardinal. For a nonzero cardinal A < K, U” is embedduble in A if and only if 
Z” is embedduble in A”. 
Proof. Let i : Z” --f A” be an embedding and r, : A” + A be the projection to the 
&h component. Then, by regularity of K there exists (Y < A such that the cardinal- 
ity of 1p < K: rai(e,) Z 0) is K. Then, Z” is embeddable in A by Theorem 1.5. The 
converse is trivial. •i 
The regularity of K is necessary, as we shall see in Remark 3.6. 
2. A natural topology of A* 
For a group A, A* is a subset of LA, which has the product topology with a 
discrete space L. It is easy to see that A* is closed in ZA and hence A* is 
N-compact. For a subset H of A, set U, = {h E A*: h(H) = 01 and let U, be 
neighborhood bases of 0 for finite rank subgroups H of A. (The topology does not 
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change, if we restrict H to be pure.) Then A* becomes a topological group. This 
topology and the preceding one are the same. Since A* is isomorphic to (A/R,A)* 
as a topological group, where R,A = n {Ker(h): h E A*}, we are mostly interested 
in torsionless groups A, i.e., R,A = 0 or equivalently A < Z’ for some I. It is 
known that reflexivity is concerned with this topology [12,16]. The first proposition 
of this section is almost the same as such results, but has some different flavor. For 
the group-theoretic notion “separability”, we refer the reader to [ll], but in case 
A is torsionless the separability of A is equivalent to the property that A is 
isomorphic to a pure subgroup of some Z’ [3]. Since A* is a topological group, we 
use the word “isomorphic” for topological groups. In such a case we always add 
the words “as topological groups”. Unless stated otherwise, the word “isomorphic” 
implies “isomorphic as discrete groups”. 
Proposition 2.1. For any group A of nonmeasurable cardinality, A* * is contained in 
Ck(A*, Z). Zf A is a separable torsionless group, A is reflexive if and only if A* * is 
contained in C(A*, Z). 
Proof. Set X = A* to emphasize regarding A* as a space and let @ : A -+ A* * be 
the natural homomorphism. Then it is straightforward to see @(a) E C(X, Z) for 
every a EA. Hence, we regard @ as a homomorphism from A to C(X, Z’>. Then 
the dual homomorphism @ * : C(X, Z>* + A* is surjective and hence the second 
dual homomorphism @ * * : A* * + C(X, Z)** becomes injective. By [6, Lemma 
4.41, C(X, Z) * * is naturally isomorphic to C,(X, Z) = C(L,X, Z>. What we need 
to show is that these above induce the natural embedding of A**, but this can be 
done just by tracing definitions. 
If A is reflexive, @ gives a natural isomorphism between A and A* * and hence 
A* * is contained in C(X, Z). To show the converse, let a homomorphism 
$ : A* + Z be continuous. Then there exists a finite rank pure subgroup H of A 
such that $(I&) = 0. By [ll, Proposition 87.41, H is a summand of A and hence 
let A = H @ B. Since H is a finitely generated free group, let H = (aI> @ . . * @ 
(a,). Define hi EA* (1 G i G n) by: h,(a,) = 1, h,(aj) = 0 for j Z i and hi(B) = 0. 
Then it is easy to see $(h) = h(Cr,l+(hi)ai) for each h EA”, i.e., $ = 
NE:= i$(hi)ai). 0 
The next proposition can be proved in a straightforward way. 
Proposition 2.2. If A = ei E ,Ai, then A* is isomorphic to lYIi E rAT as a topological 
group, where the latter is endowed with the product topology. 
Theorem 2.3. For a group A and an infinite cardinal K, the following are equivalent. 
(1) A has a free summand of rank K; 
(2) there exists a compact subset K of the space A* with w(K) = K; 
(3) there exists a compact subset K of the space A* with w(K) > K. 
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Proof. If A = z(K) @B, A* is isomorphic to rI,Z* X B* = n,z X B* as a topolog- 
ical group by Proposition 2.2. Hence, A* contains the compact subset (0, l}“, 
whose topological weight is K. Now, the implication (1) + (2) holds and (2) + (3) is 
trivial. Let K be a compact subset of A* with w(K) 2 K and @ be the map which 
is in the proof of Proposition 2.1. If the rank of the image of I K. @ : A + C(K, Z> 
is equal to or greater than K, we can easily deduce (1) from the freeness of 
C(K, Z). For f~ K and a finite subset H of A, (f+ U,) n K = (h EK: h(a) =f(a> 
for a E H} = {h E K: @(a)(h) =f(a) f or a E H}, which forms a base of K. This set 
is of the form {h E K: q,(h) = si for 1 G i < n), where cpi E Im( I K. @> and si E Z, 
which implies the cardinality of Im( 1 K. @> is equal to or greater than K. Hence 
(3) + (1) holds for an uncountable K. On the other hand, suppose that Im( 1 K. @> 
is of finite rank. Then, there exist a, EA (1 G i G n> such that the sets {h E 
K: h(ui) = si for 1 G i G n) for s, E Z form a base of K. Since K is compact, 
(/~(a,): h E K) is finite for each i. Therefore, w(K) is finite. Now, we have shown 
(3) + (1) for any infinite K. 0 
For an infinite cardinal K, a space X satisfies K-C.C. if there exists no pairwise 
disjoint family of nonempty open subsets of X of cardinality K. 
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a separable torsion-free group. Then, the space A* satisfies 
(2Q)+-C.C. 
To prove this theorem, some lemmas are necessary. For subgroups Bi (i E I) of 
a torsion-free group A, the minimal pure subgroup which contains all Bi is 
denoted by Z * {Bi: i E I}. 
Lemma 2.5 (A-system lemma for torsion-free groups). Let A be a torsion-free group 
and K an uncountable cardinal. Zf F, (a < K) are pure subgroups of A of finite rank, 
then there exist Z c K with 1 Z I = K and a pure subgroup F of A such that F = F, I-I 
z,{FP: p#cr, PEZ) foreuch FEZ. 
Proof. For a group B, let F(B) be the set of all pure subgroups of B of finite 
rank. It is easy to see that if the cardinality of B is less than K, so is the cardinality 
of Y(B). To prove the lemma, we may assume that the rank of the F, are the 
same n. The proof goes by induction on n. In case n = 0 the lemma is trivial. 
Case 1: For any Z c K with I Z I < K, there exists LY E Z such that F, fl z:, (Fa: p E 
Z} = 0. 
We can take pcL, <K (cr <K) by induction so that CL, + Z_L~ for (Y #p and 
F,, n C, {FW,: p < (w} = 0. Then, it is easy to see that (E.L,: (Y < K) and 0 satisfy the 
desired property. 
Case 2: Otherwise. 
There exists Z, c K with 1 I, I < K such that F, n L$* (FP: p E Z,} f 0 for any 
CY < K. By the first remark, there exists a pure subgroup F of A and J C K \Z, such 
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that IJI=~andF=F,n~,(F~:PEZ~}foreachaEJ.Leta:A~A/Fbethe 
canonical homomorphism. Now, A/F is torsion free and the rank of a(F,) is less 
than n for each cr EJ. It is easy to check that a(F,) is pure in A/F. By the 
induction hypothesis there exist Z c.Z with I Z I = K and a pure subgroup G of 
A/F such that G = o(F,) n _I?* Ia( p f CY, p E Z) for each LY E I. Since 
u-~~(E;,> = F, for LY E.Z, we can see a-‘(G) = F, nX.+(Fa: p #a, p EZ) for each 
LY E I. Now, Z and V-‘(G) have the desired properties. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let A be a separable torsion-free group and F, G be pure subgroups of A 
of finite rank and suppose that u I F n G = v I F n G for some u,v E A*. Then u + U, n 
v+lJ,#fii if and only if mlf+g implies mIu(f)+v(g> for every fEF, gEG, 
m E N. 
Proof. If h E u + U, n v + Cl,, then h( f I= u( f > and h(g) = v(g) and hence the 
latter statement holds. Conversely, suppose that the latter statement holds. By 
separability, there exists a subgroup B of A such that (F + G), @B =A. We 
define h : A + Z by: 
I 
(u(f) +v(g))/m for x with mx=f+g 
h(x) = (mENfEF,gEG); 
0 for XEB. 
It is easy to check that h is a well-defined homomorphism and h( f > = u( f > and 
h(g)=v(g)forfEF, gEG,i.e., hEu+Z&nv+Uo. 0 
Lemma 2.7. Let A be a separable torsion-free group and F = ( fI . . . f,, ) .+, G = 
(g I... g,) * be pure subgroups of A, u I FnG=vIFnC and u+u,nv+u,=@. 
Then there exist ai,b, E 77 and m E N such that m ICyCIaifi + big,, but m + 
Cy=‘=,aiu( fi> + b,v(gi). 
Proof. By the preceding lemma, we get f E F, g E G, m’ E N such that m’ 1 f + g 
but m’ Jr u( f > + v(g). Taking large enough k we may assume kf E ( f 1 . . . f,> and 
kgE(gr... g,). Then, m’k I f +g but m’k ‘r u(kf > + v(kg). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Suppose that {uol + lJF,.  a < (2’o)+} is a pairwise disjoint 
family, where the Fa are pure subgroups of A of rank n. By Lemma 2.5, we may 
assume F = F, n FP for (Y # p and also u, I F = up I F. Let F, = ( x,~. . . x,,) *. By 
Lemma 2.7, for (Y < ~3 we can take aolpi,bolpi E Z and map E N so that 
m,p 1 z= laopI xc?, + bapiXpi but m,e Ji Cr=laapiu,(x,i) + bapiup(xpi). BY the 
Erdos-Rado Theorem [14, Theorem 691, there exist X c K of cardinal&y N, and 
ai,bi E L, m E N, m, E N (1 < i < n) such that u,(x,~) = m, for (Y E 3 and aaoi = ai, 
b,,i = bi, mal, =mforanya,pEA?withcw</3.Takec-u,/3,yEA?witha</3<y, 
then m I 21:l=Iaix,i + binpi, m I Cr=,aix,i + bixyi, m I C:=laixpi + bixyr. Hence 
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m I C:= laixpi + bixpi and so m I C:,,a,u,(x,,) + biu,(xpi), i.e., m I C;= Jai + bi) mi, 
which is a contradiction. q 
Remarks 2.8. (1) We don’t know whether the conclusion of Theorem 2.4 can be 
strengthened to wl-C.C. 
(2) Here, we show that the purity of subgroups is essential in Lemma 2.5. There 
exists an uncountable strictly ascending sequence (t,: (Y < K) of types [ll, $851. 
(See also 114, p. 2601.) Let H, be a subgroup of the rational group Q of type t, for 
each (Y < K. Then, the type of H, n HP is equal to t, for (Y < p < K. Therefore, we 
cannot get a desired family. 
(3) Lemma 2.5 holds for any vector space over a countable field. However, it 
does not hold for the 3-dimensional vector space over any uncountable field K. To 
see this, let V, = (1, t, t2) and W, the 2-dimensional subspace orthogonal to u, for 
t E K. Then, the family {IV,: t E K} is a counterexample to Lemma 2.5, which can 
be seen from the fact: (v,, v,, vu> = K” for distinct s, t, u. 
3. Embedding of Z” in C(X, Z), C(X, A) and their duals 
In [8, Theorems 3.1 and 3.21, we investigated equivalences of embeddability of 
ZN in C(X, Z) or its dual C(X, Z)*. The next theorem generalizes [8, Theorem 
3.21. 
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a O-dimensional space and K an infinite cardinal. Then, the 
following are equiL)alent . 
(1) There exists a free summand of C(X, Z) of rank K; 
(2) there exists a summand of C( X, Z)* isomorphic to 27”; 
(3) there exists a subgroup of C(X, Z)* isomorphic to Z”; 
(4) there exists a compact subset K of &ix with w(K) 2 K; 
(5) there exists a compact subset K of C(X, Z)* with w(K) 2 K. 
Proof. The implications (1) - (2) and (2) + (3) are trivial. Since I K : Cc&X, Z) + 
C(K, Z) is surjective and C(K, Z) is free, C@,X, Z) = C(X, Z) has a summand 
isomorphic to C(K, Z), the rank of which is w(K) [8, Corollary 2.61. Therefore, (4) 
implies (1). The equivalence of (1) and (5) follows from Theorem 2.3. 
To show the implication (3) -+ (4) by contradiction, we assume (3) and the 
negation of (4). Let cp : Z” + C(X, Z)* (= C(&X, Z)*) be a homomorphism such 
that cp(e,) # 0 for (Y < K. By Theorem 1.1 we may assume that C(K, Z)* is a 
subset of C(p,X, Z>* and a summand of C(p,X, Z)* for any compact subset K 
of pNX. In this sense, the cardinality of the set {(Y: cp(e,) E C(K, Z)*} is less than 
K, because C(K, Z)* - n w(KjZ. By induction we define p, < K and M, E K(P,X) 
((Y G K) so that pu, f pB for a#/3, M,$MP for a<p and M,+,=M,UK,, 
where K, is the minimal compact support of cp(e,_>. By the preceding remark, 
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what we need to show is that clp,J U a < y M,) is compact for a limit y when we 
have defined F, and h4, for (Y < y in the above manner. 
Suppose that cl& U a <y Ma> is not compact for a limit y. Since it is N-corn- 
pact, there exist p E p,X and a clopen partition U, (n E N) of p,X such that 
P E cl,& U a < $fa) but P E c&,x <I&> for any n E N, where p,X is the maximal 
O-dimensional compactification of X (cf. [7, $21). For any n E N there exist m 2 n 
and (Y < y such that U,,, n h4, # @. The least such CY must be a successor. Hence, by 
induction we pick mk E N and IY~ < y so that m, is the least n with U,, n 
U a<y”cd~ ak is the least (Y with Urn, f~ M,,, # cd and mk+r is the least 
n>m,withU,n tJa_, M, # @. To simplify notation, we use euk for eCLak omitting 
p. By definition of M,, there exist fk E C&X, Z> (k E N) such that fk 1 pwIx,(l,p 
= 0 but cp(e,k)(fk) # 0. Pick I, (k E N> so that ik+r 4 Ik!p(eak)(fk). Notice that the 
set {k: (Ye =(u) is finite for each (Y < y, since M, is compact and mk < mk+,. 
There exists K E K(&X) such that K is a support of &Zk t Nlk!eaJ Take n E N 
so that U,,,, n K = fl, then f,, I K = 0 and hence cp(C, ,Nlk!e,,>(f,> = 0. By defini- 
tions of mk and LYE, cp <e,,><f,> = 0 for k <n. Since 1,+, I p(&..+llk!e,k)(f,) and 
1 n+ 1 ‘r &,!ean)( f,>, We conclude q(& t N k. 1 le,k)( f,> # 0, which is a contradiction. 
Now, we can define a strictly increasing sequence of compact sets M, (a G K), 
which contradicts 
0 
the assumption w(K) < K for any compact subset K of pNX. 
Theorem 3.1 is generalized to the next theorem for regular cardinals. 
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a O-dimensional space, A a nonzero torsionless group of 
nonmeasurable cardinal&y and K an infinite regular cardinal. If A* does not contain 
a subgroup isomorphic to Z”, then the following are equivalent. 
(0) There exists a free summand of C(X, A) of rank K; 
(1) there exists a summand of C(X, A) isomorphic to eK A; 
(2) there exists a summand of C(X, A)* isomorphic to (A * 1”; 
(3) there exists a subgroup of C(X, A)* isomorphic to Z”; 
(4) there exists a compact subset K of /3,X with w(K) > K; 
(5) there exists a compact subset K of C(X, A)* with w(K) 2 K. 
Proof. Since A has a summand isomorphic to Z, only the proof of (3) -+ (4) is 
necessary. The proof goes similarly as that of (3) + (4) of Theorem 3.1. Let 
cp: L” -+ C(X, A)* (- Cc&X, A)*) be a homomorphism such that cp(e,) Z 0 for 
(Y <K. We may assume that C(K, A)*is a subset of Cc&,X, A)*, i.e., C(K, A)* 
is a subgroup of C&X, A)* consisting of homomorphisms with support K. By 
Lemma 1.2, C( K, A)* becomes a summand of C(X, A)* and is the direct 
product of w(K)-many copies of A*. We claim ]{a: cp(e,> E C(K, A)*}/ < K. 
Suppose not. Since K is regular, there exists a projection to one component 
p : &k)A* + A* such that ]{(Y: pcp(e,) f 01 I = K. But, this contradicts the as- 
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sumption about A* by Theorem 1.5. Using this claim, the remaining part of the 
proof can be done as that of Theorem 3.1. 0 
Next, we investigate embeddability of Z” in C(X, Z). The result is less satisfac- 
tory than the case of C(X, Z)*, for we have been able to get the equivalence only 
for k,-spaces, i.e., spaces X with k,X = X. (Of course, there is no such restriction 
in case K = w [8, Theorem 3.11. The necessity of this restriction for an uncountable 
K is in Remarks 3.6.) In the next theorem the topology of C(X, Z) is the topology 
as a subspace of C(X, Z) ** through the natural embedding. 
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a O-dimensional k.-space and K an infinite cardinal. Then, 
the following are equivalent. 
(1) There exists a summand of C(X, Z> isomorphic to Z”; 
(2) there exists a subgroup of C(X, Z) isomorphic to Z”; 
(3) there exists a partition of X by K-many clopen subsets of X; 
(4) there exists a compact subset K of C(X, Z> with w(K) 2 K. 
Proof. The implications (1) + (2) and (3) + (1) are trivial. 
(2) -9 (3): Let cp : Z” + C(X, Z) be an embedding. Define x -y as: cp(e,)(x) = 
cp(e,)(y) for all (Y < K. Since for each x there exist only finitely many (Y < K with 
cp(e,)(x) # 0, there exist K-many equivalence classes with respect to - . On the 
other hand, since C(K, Z) is free for a compact set K, there exist only finitely 
many (Y with I K. cp(e,> f 0. Since {x: cp(e,)(x) = a) (a E Z> are clopen and k,X= 
X, the equivalence classes with respect to - are clopen, which implies (3). 
(3) + (4): Let U, (a < K) be a partition of X by nonempty clopen sets and 
define f, E C(X, Z) for each CY by: fu(x) = 1 for x E U, and f,(x) = 0 otherwise. 
Then, it is easy to see the set (0, f,: (Y < K) is a compact set of weight K. 
(4) + (3): Let K c C(X, Z> be compact and w(K) 2 K. Define x -y as: f(x) = 
f(y) for all f E K. Suppose that the set 9 = X/ - is of cardinality less than K. The 
restriction of the inclusion from C(X, Z) to Z* induces an embedding of K in L” 
with the product topology. Since K is compact, the image must be homeomorphic 
to K, which contradicts 19 I < K. To see that each equivalence class of - is 
clopen, take an arbitrary compact subset F of X. Since C(F, Z>* is isomorphic to 
L’ for some I and Z’ = C(Z, Z) by regarding I discrete, any compact subset of 
C(F, Z) is finite by Theorem 3.1. On the other hand, the restriction map 
I F : C(X, Z> + C(F, Z) is continuous and hence {f I F : f E K} is compact and is 
finite, which implies the restriction of an equivalence class of - to F is clopen in 
F. Now, the assumption X= k,X implies that each equivalence class of - is 
clopen. 0 
As in Theorem 3.1, some parts of Theorem 3.3 can be generalized for regular 
cardinals. Before stating it, we prove a lemma. 
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Lemma 3.4. Let Ai be a reduced torsion-free group for each i E I and cp : Z” + 
eit IAi be a homomorphism. Then, there exists a finite subset F of I such that 
Im(cp) < hit FAi. 
Proof. By [6, Theorem l(3)], there exist n E N, pl,. . . , pm E &K and a finite subset 
F’ of Z such that cp(n .KP,,,,,m) G eiEF, Ai. Since the Ai are torsion-free, we may 
let n = 1 in the formula. Since Z”/K,, __, Pm is isomorphic to a free group of rank 
m, there exists a free subgroup B < Z” of rank m such that Z” = K,, ,, ,p @ B. m 
Now, it is easy to get the desired F. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let X be a O-dimensional k,-space, A a nonzero torsionless group and 
K an infinite regular cardinal. Zf A does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to L”, 
then the following are equivalent. 
(0) There exists a summand of C(X, A) isomorphic to A”; 
(1) there exists a subgroup of C(X, A) isomorphic to A”; 
(2) there exists a subgroup of C(X, A) isomorphic to Z”; 
(3) there exists a partition of X by K-many clopen subsets of X. 
Proof. The implications (0) + (11, (1) + (2) and (3) + (0) are trivial. The proof of 
(2) -+ (3) is a modification of the corresponding part of Theorem 3.3. Let cp :Z” + 
C(X, A) be an embedding and define x N y as: cp(u>(x) = cp(u)( y) for all u E Z”. 
Since for each x the cardinality of the set {cz < K: cp(e,)(x) # O} is less than K by 
Theorem 1.5, there exist K-many equivalence classes with respect to N by 
regularity of K. Take an arbitrary compact set K and apply Lemma 3.4 to I K. cp 
and C(K, A) r @ UE,YAU. Then, there exists a finite subset F of 9 such that 
Im(l K.cP)c @ Ur FAU. Since k,X = X, the equivalence classes with respect to N 
are clopen, which implies (3). q 
Remarks 3.6. (1) In Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, statements concern weights of compact 
subsets of &X. As Examples 5.8 and 5.9 show, p,X cannot be replaced by X in 
the statements. 
(2) We show that Theorem 3.3 does not hold in general unless a space X is a 
k,-space. Let K = (2Xo)f and X = (ZK)*. Then, @ : Z” -+ C(X, Z) in the proof of 
Proposition 2.1 is an injection, but there is no partition of X of cardinality K by 
clopen subsets by Theorem 2.4. 
(3) Here, we show that regularity of K in Corollary 1.7, Theorems 3.2 and 3.5 is 
necessary. Let K be a singular cardinal with its cofinality A and 77 : A + K be a 
cofinal map. Let A = ea < h2?7(a) and cp : Z” +A. Then, by Lemma 3.4 there exists 
a finite subset F of A such that Im(cp) G @aeFLg(a). Therefore, cp cannot be 
injective, i.e., L” is not embeddable in A. However, Z” is embeddable in A”. 
Regard A as a discrete space, then A is a k.-space and C(A, A) -A’. These show 
the necessity of regularity for Corollary 1.7 and Theorem 3.5. Next, let B = 
I7 @ Oi<h ?l(cL$’ and X be the one-point compactification of the discrete space A, 
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where l? a<AAa=lXEn,<* A,: x(a) = 0 for all but countable (~1. Then, C(X, B) 
-ZfB @,B- @*fiu<*@ ?I(alZ = @,L @ C for some subgroup C of C(X, B). 
Now, C(X, B)* contains a summand isomorphic to L”, but neither B* = 
@ o<h ZVca) contains a copy of Z” nor X contains a compact subset K with 
W(K) > K. 
(4) The cardinality restriction for A in Theorem 3.2 is necessary. To see this, let 
I_L be the least measurable cardinal and K = F+. Let A be the free group of rank p 
and X the discrete space of cardinality p. Take a nonprincipal countably complete 
ultrafilter p on X. Then, the ultrapower AX/p is isomorphic to the free group of 
rank I jp(p.) I, where j, : V-M, = Vx/p is the elementary embedding to a transi- 
tive class M,. As is well known ( jp(p)( is equal to or greater than pLt= K. Since 
Ax/p is a quotient group of C(X, A), C(X, A) has a free summand of rank K. On 
the other hand, any compact subset of &X is finite. 
(5) In Theorem 3.5 the counterpart of Theorem 3.3(4) is missing. The next 
example shows why. Let SK = {x E Z”: x(a) = 0 for all but countable a}, X be a 
one-point space {p} and f,(p) = e, for each (Y < K. Take an uncountable cardinal 
K. It is easy to see that Z” does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to L” and 
{O, f,: (Y < K) is a compact subset of C(X, fK>. 
4. Groups C(Q, 72) and C(R\Q z) 
In this section we investigate particular groups, i.e., C(Q, Z> and C([W\Q, Z). 
(Note that K!\Q is homeomorphic to FUN.) In [71 we posed a problem to show that 
the two groups are nonisomorphic. The second author answered the question; we 
present the solution here. 
For a class @ of nonzero groups, we define the Reid class generated by & as 
the smallest class of nonzero groups including M and closed under direct sums and 
direct products. In case JZZ consists of only Z we call it the Reid class simply. The 
two groups on subject are typical groups which are reflexive but do not belong to 
the Reid class. (We refer the reader to [5; 8; 10, 0101 and 19, Appendix] for this 
topic.) 
In this section, r* : C(X, Z) + L is the projection for x EX, i.e., 7~,(f) =f(x>. 
For f~ C(X, Z>, c(f) denotes the set {x EX: f(x) # 01. We say that two sets X 
and Y are almost disjoint, if X n Y is finite. S, is the so-called sequential fan, i.e., 
S, = {ml u N x N, N x N is discrete in S, and {w} U {(HZ, n): f(m) =G ~1, m, n E N} 
is a basic neighborhood of 00 for f : N + N. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a O-dimensional countable space which does not contain a 
copy of the sequential fan S,. Then, C(X, Z) has no summand which is isomorphic 
to C(NJK, h) for an infinite cardinal K. 
Putting 118, Lemma 2.21 in another way, we get 
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Lemma 4.2 [18]. A space does not contain S, as a subspace if and only if the 
following hold: 
If lim n +mXnln =x for every m E N, then there exists 4 : N + N such that x E 
cl(Ix,,: n G $(m)I). 
Lemma 4.3. Let cp: C(Y, Z) + C(X, Z) be a homomorphism, IV,: n E k4) be a 
partition of Y by nonempty clopen sets and if, E C(Y, Z): n E N) be a family such 
that each c(fJ is contained in some U, and {n: c(f,,> c U,,) is finite for each m. If 
p(f,J(x,) # 0 for every n, then II ,=,cl({x,: n > ml) = fl. 
Proof. Suppose not. Let 24 E fl m E N cl({x,: n 2 m)). By the slenderness of Z, there 
exists m, such that cp( f l(u) = 0 for any f E C(Y, Z) with c(f) C U ,.,,U,. 
Considering U m >,,,U,,, instead of Y, we may assume p(f j(u) = 0 for any f E 
C(Y, Z) without loss of generality. Define a,, E N by induction so that a, = 1 and 
a, >maxicn IC~Z~akp(fkXxi) I f or n > 2. By the given conditions, I$, E Man f, = f 
defines a continuous map and p(f Xx> = C,,Na,q(f,Xx> holds for each x EX, 
where cp(f,)(x) = 0 for almost all n. For xi, let n = max(j: qo(fj)(xi) Z 0). Since 
i < n, a, > I C~l~ak~,(fkXxi) I and hence q(f Xxi) = Cr,lak(P(fk)(xi) = 
a,q( f,J(xi) + C”,:ia,cp( fk)(xi) # 0. Now, we get cp( f >(a> z 0, which is a contradic- 
tion. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Suppose the negation of the conclusion. Then, there exist an 
injective homomorphism i : C(NK, Z) -+ C(X, Z) and a surjective homomorphism 
(T: C(X, Z) + C(W) Z) such that (+. i is the identity on C(NK, Z). Since X is 
N-compact, for each y E N” there exists a compact support K, for ry. CT. Define 
P, to be the set consisting of all x E K, such that x E cl,( U {c(i(f)): c(f) c U) n 
KY) for any neighborhood U of y. Since N” has the Baire property, there exists 
u EX such that {y E N”: u E PJ is somewhere dense. Therefore, there exist y, 
(m E BJ) and a partition (U,: m E IV) of N” by clopen sets such that ym E U, and 
Ll E P,,. Since Kym is compact and countable, there exist x,, E Kym and f,, E 
C(W, Z> (m, n E N> such that limn+mxmn = u, c<f,,> c U, and xmn E c(i(f,,)). 
By the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we may assume that u is not 
isolated for each KYm, i.e., x,, # u for any m, n. By the assumption and Lemma 
4.2, there exists g : N + N such that u E cl((x,,: it <g(m))). These contradict 
Lemma 4.3. 0 
Corollary 4.4. C(Q, Z) does not belong to the Reid class generated by {C(aB\ 
Q, Z), Z). Similarly, C(rW\O, Z) does not belong to the Reid class generated by 
IC(Q, Z), Z). 
Proof. Since C(Q, Z) does not belong to the Reid class, it does not belong to the 
Reid class generated by C(R\Q, Z) and Z by Theorem 4.1. To show the second 
statement, we notice the following. Let X be the discrete sum of nonempty spaces 
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X, (n E N) and Y = ( y} U X for y @ X, where a basic open neighborhood of y is 
lJ{X,: II 2 m} for m E N. Then, C(X, Z) = nnENC(Xn, Zl and C(Y, Z) = 
@ nENC(X,,, Z) [8, Remark 3.6.11. Moreover, if X, does not contain a copy of S, 
for every IZ E N, neither X nor Y contains a copy of S,. Hence, C(IW\Q, 22) is not 
isomorphic to a group in the Reid class generated by C(Q, Z) and Z which is 
defined by using only countable index sets by Theorem 4.1. On the other hand, 
there is no summand of C(IW\Q, 121 which is isomorphic to 7Pwl) or Z”1 by 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. Therefore, C([W\Q, Z) does not belong to the Reid class 
generated by C(Q, Z) and Z. 0 
It seems that the condition about S, in Theorem 4.1 is unnecessary, but we 
have not been able to prove it. 
5. Construction of spaces and their topological properties 
In this section we construct certain O-dimensional spaces X, the properties of 
which imply the groups C(X, 771 have some particular properties concerning 
reflexivity and results in Section 3. Thereby, we answer a question about dual 
groups [lo, p. 4541 as the following. 
Theorem 5.1. There exists a subgroup A of ZN such that A = B* for some B and 
A* * is not isomorphic to A. 
Our purpose of this section is not only to prove this theorem, but to find 
different kinds of C(X, 20. Hence, we also construct spaces the existence of which 
do not prove this theorem. Sometimes it’s difficult to describe the N-compactifica- 
tions of spaces, which we shall construct. Therefore, first we introduce some 
notions and prepare some technical lemmas. 
For subspaces A and B of a space, we write A c LB if A \B is Lindelof, and 
A =LB if A c LB and B c,A. Let X and R be spaces. Let I_!?,.: r E R) be a 
collection of subsets of X with the following properties: 
(1) E, is not Lindelof for each r E R; 
(2) if U E CO(X) and r E R, then either E, c LU or E, n U =L@; 
(3) if x EX and r E R, then there exists U E CO(X) such that x E U and 
UnEE,=,fl; and 
(4) if r # r’, then there is U E CO(X) such that E, c LU and E,, n U =Lfl. 
For U cX, let G(U) = (r E R: E, c LU}. Observe the following: if U E CO(X), 
then R\G(U) = G(X\ U>; and if U,, E CO(X) (n E N>, then G(ll n tNUn) = 
n nENG(U,,). We also note the fact: If U, E q E &X\X for each n E N, then 
n ntNU,, is not Lindelof. 
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Lemma 5.2. Let {E,: r E R} be a collection of subsets of a O-dimensional space X 
satisfying (l)-(4) and assume the following: 
(5) (G(U ): U E CO(X)} is an open base for R; 
(6) R is a Lindeliif space; 
(7) if V= r-l nrNU,,, where U, E CO(X), and G(V) = #, then there exists U E 
CO(X) such that VC LU and U is N-compact. 
Then &X\X is homeomorphic to R. Moreover, under the identification of 
&X\X with R, {U U G(U): U E CO(X)} is an open base of &X. 
Proof. For each r E R, put p, = (U E CO(X): E, c LUj and P = {p,: r E RI. Then, 
pr E &X\X by (l), (2) and (3) and p, #p,! for distinct r, r ’ by (4). Suppose that 
there exists q E (p,X\X)\P. Then, ll U ,,GW) = @. By (5), G(U) is clopen for 
each U E CO(X). Hence, by (6) there exist U, E q (n E kJ> such that G(n II ENUn) 
=n n E .G(U,) = 1. By (7) there is an N-compact U E CO(X) such that fl n E & \ 
U is Lindelof. Since U is N-compact, U, \ U E q for each n E N, which contradicts 
the fact that q E &X\X. Now, we have proved P = prmX\X. 
Take a canonical basic open set H(U) = {I, E/&X: U up) of &X for U E 
CO(X). Then, H(U) nX= U and H(U) n (&X\X) = {p,: r E R, U Epr) = 
{Pr: r E G(U)}. Hence, the map r +pr is a homeomorphism and U U {p,: r E 
G(U)} (UE CO(X)) form a base. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Let {E,: r E R} be a collection of subsets of a O-dimensional space X 
satisfying (l)-(4) and assume 
(5) {G(U): U E CO(X)} is an open base for R. 
Assume in addition that there exist an N-compact space T including R and a 
continuous map f : X + T such that 
(6) f-‘(r) = E, for each r E R; 
(7) f-‘(t) is Lindelof for each t E T\R; and 
(8) each point of T is a G,-set. 
Then &X\X is homeomorphic to R. Moreover, under the identification of 
&X\X with R, {U u G(U): U E CO(X)} is an open base for &X. 
Proof. Let p,. (r E R) and P be the same as in the proof of Lemma 5.2. Suppose 
that there exists q E (&X\X>\P as before. Since T is N-compact, f has a 
continuous extension f : PNX* T. Then, f(q) E U if and only if f-‘(U) E q for 
U E CO(T). By (8), there are U,, E CO(T) (n E F+J) such that (I) = fl ,, EN& We 
distinguish two cases. 
In case f(q) = r E R, then by (6), E, = fI n ENf-1(UJ. Since q # pr, there is 
V E q such that V n E, is Lindelof. But, this contradicts the fact that q E &X\X. 
In case f(q) = t E T\R, then by (7), f-‘(t) is Lindeliif, which contradicts 
q E &X\X. Therefore, P = &X\X in each case. The remaining part of the 
proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.2. 0 
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Considering the case R = fl in Lemma 5.3, we get, 
Corollary 5.4. Let X be a O-dimensional space and T an N-compact space in which 
every point is a G,-set. Zf there is a continuous map f: X + T such that f-‘(t) is 
Lindelijf for each t E T, then X is N-compact. 
In the following examples, E stands for a stationary and costationary subset of 
wi and (U,: CY < w,} is a family of subsets of N such that I lJ,\U, 1 is finite but 
I Up \ U, I is infinite for each LY < p < w,. When X and Y are homeomorphic, we 
write “X = Y” for it. The topological discrete sum of X and Y is denoted by 
XL_ Y. 
Example 5.5 [8, theorem 4.61. (A O-dimensional space E which is not F&compact 
but k,P,E is homeomorphic to E itself.) 
The space E with the order topology is not /V-compact, &E is not a k,-space, 
and in addition k,&E is homeomorphic to E. 
Next, we construct such a space without explicit use of the idea of “stationary”. 
Example 5.6. (Another O-dimensional space X which is not N-compact but k,p,X 
is homeomorphic to X itself.) 
Let the base set of X be wi X (w + 11. For each limit ordinal LY < w,, take a 
strictly increasing sequence CY,, (n < w) such that sup{a,*: n < w} = (Y. A basic open 
neighborhood of (a, w> is ((a, w)} U UKa,, al X {n): m <n < w) for each m <o. 
For a successor ordinal (Y < wi, a basic open neighborhood of (cu, w> is ((LY, n): m 
< n < w) for each m < w. The other points, i.e., (a, m> for m < w, are isolated. 
For S cX, let S’= (a <w,: (a, w) E S). Suppose that S’ is stationary for 
S E CO(X). Using Fodor’s lemma, we can see the existence of y < w, and n < w 
such that S includes {(a, m): y < LY < wl, n < m < w). Therefore, /3,X=X U {r), 
where a basic open neighborhood of r is {((Y, n>: y < LY < w,, m < n < w) u (r) for 
y < wi and m < w. Let K be a compact subset of X U (r). Since (K n X)’ is finite, 
there exists y < wi such that KnXc y X (w + 1). Hence, k,(XU {r)) =X L. (r) = 
X. 
Example 5.7. (A O-dimensional separable space X which is not N-compact but 
k,&X is homeomorphic to X itself.) 
The base set X is a disjoint union of E and N and each point of N is isolated. A 
basic open neighborhood of LY E E is {A E E: (Y’ <A <a) U CU,\<U,, U F)) for 
(Y’ < LY and a finite subset F of lV. 
Clearly X is separable. Let R = {w,} and E,, = E in Lemma 5.2, then (l)-(6) in 
it are satisfied. It is easy to see that any countable closed set is contained in some 
countable clopen set, which implies that (7) is satisfied. Therefore, &X = X U {w,) 
and (U U {w,): U E CO(X), E c LU) is a neighborhood base of w, in &X. More 
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precisely, a basic open neighborhood of wi is {p E E: a < p) U (N\(U, U F)), 
where (Y < wi and F is a subset of N such that U, n F is finite for each p < 0,. 
Since any compact subset of &X is countable, K n X E CO(K) for K E K&X). 
Therefore, k,&X = X u (wi) is homeomorphic to X by k,X = X. 
Example 5.8. (An N-compact space R such that w(K) is countable for any K E 
K(R) but &k,R contains a copy of the space wi + 1.) 
Let R’ = ((a, p): a E E, p E wl, p G a) and R = R’ U {(co,, ml>). A basic open 
neighborhood of (a, p) is ((y, 8) E R’: a’ < y < a, p’ < 6 <p) for (Y’ < LY < wl, 
P’<P<Wi and a basic open neighborhood of (w,, wi) is ((y, 6) E R’: a < y < 
wl, 6 < wl) u ((cd,, w,>) for (Y < wi. 
Let r : R + E u (ml) be the projection. Then, it is continuous and hence n-(K) 
is countable for any K E K(R), which implies that K is countable and K n R’ E 
CO(K) for any K E K(R). Now, w(K) is countable. It follows from the latter fact 
that k,R = R’ u {(ol, a,)), which is homeomorphic to R’. Let E, = ((a, p) E 
R’: a E E) for /3 <o, and E,, = ((a, a) E R’: a E E). Then, the family (Ep: p < 
ml) satisfies the conditions (l)-(7) in Lemma 5.2 and hence /?,R’\R’ = w1 + 1 and 
&k,R is homeomorphic to &R’, which contains a copy of the space oi + 1. 
Example 5.9. (A O-dimensional separable space X such that w(K) is countable for 
any K E K&X), &k&,X contains a copy of the space wi + 1 and X = k,Y for 
some N-compact space Y.) 
Let X = S U N3, where S = {(y, (Y, p): y,a E E, p < ml, P < a < y) U 
((y, y, y): y E E). Every point in N 3 is isolated, a basic open neighborhood of 
(y, (Y, p> E S (p G (Y < y) is 
((v,h,~)ES:y’<v~y,ff’<h~ff,p’<~~p} 
U(q?\(I$UF))X (U,\<U,fUF))x(Up\(U~fUF)) 
for or < y’ < y, (Y’ <(Y, p’ <p and a finite subset F of N and a basic open 
neighborhood of (y, y, y) is 
{(v,A,/+S: y’<v<y, y’<A<y,O<I_L<y) 
qq\(quF)) x (VGJ,~UF)) x (VF) 
for y’ < y and a finite subset F of N. 
Clearly X is separable. We denote the point (y, y, y) by p, for each y < ml. Let 
X0 = X u (p,J and a basic open neighborhood of p,, be 
[p,,}u{(v,(~,P)~~:y<~<~~,~~E,~<~~} 
u(N\(U,uF))xNXN 
for y < w1 and a subset F of N such that F rl U, is finite for each LY < wl. Since 
any clopen subset of X,, which does not contain p,, is at most countable, X0 is 
N-compact. Let Y be the space of Example 5.7 and ro: X0 -j&J be the 
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projection given by: (a, b, c> --f a. Then, rTTo is continuous and n-,(K) is compact 
for K EK(X,). By the property of Y mentioned in Example 5.7, r,(K) n Y E 
CO(r,(K)) and hence K f~ X E CO(K). In addition, since k, X = X, k,X, = X L. 
h&J =X. 
Define 
E(a, P> = 
{(y, a, p) EX: YE,!?} for (a, p) ER and P<(Y<w,, 
{P,: Y EE} for (Y=@=o,, 
where R is the space in Example 5.8. Then, {E(cY, p): (cr, p) E RI satisfies the 
conditions (l)-(7) of Lemma 5.2 and hence &X\X = R. Let rrP : &X + &Y be 
the continuous extension of ~a I X; then rp(prmX\X) = IO,}. To see this, let 
p E &X\X. There exists r E R such that p = (UE CO(X), E, c LU}. Since 
d(p) = (V E CO(Y 1: r- ‘(V) EP), r”(p) consists of uncountable sets and hence 
rP(p) = ml. By the corresponding property of K E K@,Y), K fl X E CO(K) for 
K E K&X). Therefore, K is the discrete sum of K n X and K n (&X\X) for 
K E K(P,X). Since rP(K) is countable, so is K n X and w(K n X) is countable 
consequently. On the other hand, w(K n (&, X\X)) is countable by the condition 
for R in Example 5.8. Altogether, w(K) is countable. Since k,X =X and K n X E 
CO(K) for K E K&X), k&,X=X u k,R and consequently &k,p,X =: &X 
LI P,k,R. By the condition for R, p,k,&X contains a copy of the space wr + 1. 
Example 5.10. (A O-dimensional separable space X such that &kN,P,X contains a 
discrete clopen subset of cardinality 2 ‘0 and X is homeomorphic to k,Y for some 
Wcompact space Y.) 
Let R = ((r, 0): r E rW\O}, Q = ((m/2”, l/2”) E RX 08: n E N, m E Z} and V, 
= 1(x, y) E Q: Y > Ix-r 1) f or an irrational number r. Let X = (E X R) U (N X 
Q). Each point in P+J x Q is isolated and a basic open neighborhood of a point 
u = ((Y, (Y, 0)) E E X R is ((7, (r, 0)) E E X R: p < y <a) U <U,\($ U F,)) X (VT\ 
F,) for /3 <a, finite subsets F, of N and F2 of Q. 
Clearly, X is separable. To show the remaining properties of X, we induce a 
topology to T = R U Q as follows. Each point of Q is isolated and a basic open 
neighborhood to c = (r, 0) E R is ((r, O)} U (I/,\F) for a finite subset F of Q. Let 
Th be the space with the same base set T endowed with the subspace topology of 
the Euclidean plane. Then, Th is a O-dimensional separable metric space and 
hence N-compact. (See [7, Corollary 3.111.) Since the identity map from T to T4 is 
continuous, T is Ucompact by Corollary 5.4. Let u : X + T be the projection, i.e., 
~(a, b) = b. Then u is continuous. Next, let X0 =X U (p}, where p e? X, and a 
basic open neighborhood of p be (p} u {(A, (r, 0)) E E X R: a <A < wl, (r, 0) E 
R} U (N \<U, U F)) X Q for LY < w1 and a subset F of N such that F f’ lJD is finite 
for each p < wr. For UE CO(X,) with pei U and any te T, a-‘(t>n U is 
countable. Applying Corollary 5.4 to u I (/, we conclude that U is N-compact, which 
implies X0 is N-compact. Let Y be the space of Example 5.7. Then, the map 
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7: X,+&Y defined by: r(u, b) = a and T(P) = w, is continuous. By the facts 
k,X =X and Kn YE CO(K) for K E K&Y), k,X, is the discrete sum of X 
and {p}, which is homeomorphic to X. 
Regarding R as a discrete space, let Ec,,0, = {((.u, (r, 0)): a E El for (r, 0) E R. 
Then, T contains R as a subspace, and {&,,+ (r, 0) E RI, T and (T satisfy the 
conditions (l)-(S) of Lemma 5.3. Hence, p,X\X is homeomorphic to R. Let 
TB : p,X + &Y be the continuous extension of rr = r I X, then @(&X\X) = 
{w,) as in Example 5.9. Therefore, K~XE CO(K) for KeK(&Xl. Now, 
/C&X = k,Xu K,(p,X\X) = X u R and hence &~,P,X = &X LI R. 
Group-theoretic interpretation of topological properties of examples and proof of 
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a space of Examples 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.9 and 5.10. Since 
C(X, Z) = C(k,Y, Z) for some N-compact space Y and X is of nonmeasurable 
cardinality, C(X, Z> is isomorphic to C(Y, Z)** by [8, Lemma 4.41 and hence is a 
dual group. In addition, p,X is not a k.-space and so C(X, Z) is not reflexive. In 
case X is one of Examples 5.7, 5.9 and 5.10, X is separable and hence C(X, Z) is 
a subgroup of Z’. For example, if X is the space of Example 5.7, then C(X, Z) is 
the subgroup of Z” consisting of all f with the following property: for each (Y E E 
there exist p < (Y and a finite subset F of N such that f is constant on UP \ (U, U F). 
In case X is one of Examples 5.8 and 5.9, C(X, Z)*** contains a subgroup 
isomorphic to Z” for an uncountable K but C(X, Z)* does not contain such a 
subgroup by Theorem 3.1. Therefore, C(X, Z) and C(X, Z>* * are not isomorphic. 
The situation for the space X in Example 5.10 is similar. For, C(X, Z>* * contains 
a subgroup isomorphic to ZzxO, though C(X, Z) is a subgroup of Z”. Now, C(X, ZI 
for each one of the spaces X of Examples 5.9 and 5.10 assures Theorem 5.1. 0 
Remark 5.11. After [7] was written, Blasco kindly informed the third author the 
following: Haydon [12] constructed a k,-space X such that the Hewitt real-com- 
pactification /3,X is not a k,-space and by [2, Theorem 41 k,&X is not 
real-compact. The space is not O-dimensional, but it can be modified to a space 
with the same merit as the space of Example 5.5. 
Note added in proof 
After this paper was completed, the authors learned that Uspenskii [The 
topological group generated by a Lindeltif Z-space has the Souslin property, Soviet 
Math. Dokl. 26 (1982) 166-1691 proved the following: If a topological group G can 
be embedded in a product of topological groups of weight < K, then G satisfies 
(2K)+-c.c. Theorem 2.4 of the present paper follows from his theorem. 
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